Neurophysiological assessment of the motor and sensory spinal pathways in chronic spinal cord injury.
Introduction of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has provided means to study non-invasively corticospinal functions in humans. The purpose of the present study was to obtain an objective evaluation of spinal cord functions in spinal cord injury (SCI) subjects using TMS, multichannel surface EMG and somatosensory-evoked potentials (SSEP). Multichannel surface EMG recording was performed during reinforcement manoeuvres and during vibratory tonic reflex. Twenty-five post-traumatic clinically incomplete (ambulatory, AMB, and non-ambulatory, nAMB) SCI subjects were studied and compared to a control group of seven subjects. After preliminary analysis of neurophysiological studies they were divided into four groups according to presence or absence of motor-evoked potentials (MEP) in response to TMS in muscles below the level of the lesion and according to their ability to ambulate. TMS was delivered at vertex at 100% intensity and recorded from the large muscles of the upper and lower limbs. Surface EMG was recorded during reinforcement manoeuvres (RM) in the leg muscles and EMG activity was scored. SSEP were recorded at T12, L2, L4 and SI spinous processes and at Cz' on the scalp following tibial nerve stimulation at popliteal fossa. The prevalence of EMG responses during RM was higher in group with present MEPs (AMB/MEP+ and nAMB/MEP+) than in the group without MEPs. The group with present MEPs also showed better preserved functions of the ascending tracts compared to subjects without MEPs. Groups with present MEPs had 5/10 normal, 2/10 abnormal and 3/10 absent cortical SSEPs, whereas groups without MEPs showed 1/11 normal, 4/11 abnormal and 6/11 absent cortical SSEPs. Sustained function of ascending tracts was also positively correlated with preserved ability to ambulate. It was concluded that TMS in combination with multichannel surface EMG monitoring and sensory evoked potentials may prove feasible in assessing the functional capacity of the spinal cord after spinal cord lesion.